[Automatic Method for Selecting Characteristic Lines Based on Genetic Algorithm to Quantify Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy].
Selecting proper characteristic lines from enormous spectral intensities is crucially important to implement quantitative analysis of Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy using internal standard method. Manual selecting of characteristic lines by researchers is time consuming and energy consuming, which cannot guarantee the best result. An automatic method to select analytical and reference lines for internal standard method from the original spectra based on Genetic Algorithm was proposed in this paper. This method was utilized to select analytical and reference lines for internal standard methods from LIBS of Mn, Ni, Cr, Si and Fe of low alloy steels. The optimal characteristic lines optimized by this method were the analytical line 403.306 8 nm of Mn and the corresponding reference line 368.745 7 nm of Fe, the analytical line 288.157 7 nm of Si and the corresponding reference line 427.176 1 nm of Fe, the analytical line 286.510 0 nm of Cr and the corresponding reference line 272.753 9 nm of Fe and the analytical line 352.453 6 nm of Ni and the corresponding reference line 358.698 5 nm of Fe, respectively. Then these elements were quantified by the internal standard method using these selected lines. The results showed that this proposed method for selecting characteristic lines can automatically select the optimal analytical and reference lines and could guarantee the best quantitative result obtained by internal standard method.